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A look into youth Counter Culture, 
and  where it goes next...



Counter-culture has almost always been a part of the youth expe-
rience. The term “counter-culture” was coined by author and so-
ciologist John Milton Yinger. It was primarily used in the 1960’s to 
describe hippie culture, which was the main counter-culture of its 
day.  The term has, since then, evolved in usage and is now used to 
describe any culture or subculture that “contains a theme of conflict 
with the values of the total society…”, according to Yinger. After 
the 60’s, youth subculture exploded. New and totally unexpected 
subcultures reared their heads in the wake of the Hippie movement, 
in reaction to the world around them. Punks, Skinheads, and New 
Romantics burst onto the scene in the 70’s, as well as subculture 
revivals, like Mods and Rockabillies. These were only a few of the 
subcultures to appear, some of which lasted through to the 90s, 
some of which died out, and some of which stuck around, like punk, 
despite going through several iterations. These counter-cultures can 
be identified by these stereotypes:

Disinterest in common moral order

Disinterest in adhering to social class structure

Identification with an area as opposed to identifying 
with self owned property

The development of non-traditional “families” or com-
munities

The resistance to socially imposed behavioral re-
strictions.



 Along with these subcultures came various different clothing trends, fash-
ions, and trappings. The collective group of all subculture fashion is known 
as “alternative fashion” by sociologists, and are considered to be visual 
representations of opposition to the societal norm. These were essentially 
uniforms for each subculture. If you were to try and identify a Punk, you 
would look out for extreme hair, a leather jacket, spikes, and some form 
of combat boot. These “uniforms” became synonymous with each group 
they were associated with. These “alternative fashions” are, more often 
than not, influenced by:

Vintage or retro trend revival

Dress styles from other cultures

Visual and performative art

Notable personalities and celebrities

Personal taste

Disenfranchisement with normal society
Availability or Utilitarianism

 So many subcultures are based in revivals, that this makes it possible 
to see potential future hybrids that might emerge to become their own 
new and original movements.  There have been so many subcultures 
since the sixties, that the interesting question for the future is which 
ones will be resurrected and revived, which ones will be entirely new 
and original, which ones will become simply hybrids.  The following 
pages are just some predictions for the near, and far future. 



80’s Retrofuterism



80’s Retrofuterism
Retrofuturism is an artistic movement that focuses on the past’s view of the fu-
ture. It incorporates “retro” art styles, whilst attempting to predict what the 
future might look like, mainly focusing on the sci-fi aspects of the future. The 
neofuturist youth movement is focused on 80’s retrofuturism. Born out of a disil-
lusionment with the current state of technology, neofuturists wish for the future 
imagined by the 80s. The neon landscapes and “futuristic” sounds of the 80’s has 
an appeal to this group of youths. There’s a longing for a different time and a dif-
ferent reality. As a direct result, this group tries to emulate what the 80s thought 
the future would look like, in their fashion and their music tastes. Directly inspired 
by cyberpunk and synthwave media, such as Akira, Bladerunner, and Ghost in the 
Shell, as well as vaporwave culture from 2014, this retrofuturist group dresses 
with 80s staples, but in a futuristic way. They dress like the heroes of their 80’s 
sci-fi media. Whilst the fashion tropes of high-waisted denim, large shoulder pads 
and big hair are back in fashion, much of the fashion is inspired not by the 80’s but 
by what the 80’s thought the future would look like. 

Influences:



Flapper REvival



The Flapper Revival is a revival of the culture that gave the 1920’s the nick-
name, the Roaring Twenties. Orignal flapper culture was a female-lead push-
back at the societal norms of the time, e.g that women should be seen and 
not heard. It incorporated short (for the time period) skirts, bob haircuts, 
excessive makeup, and drinking and smoking: all “unladylike” things to do. A 
century later, and the Flapper Movement has been revived. With echoes of the 
roaring twenties, this movement is still revolutionary for women.  In a world 
where women are considered second class citizens in many countries, and the 
President of the United States claims to “grab ‘em by the pussy, this move-
ment is just as much a female push-back as it was in the twenties.  Women 
are strong, but they are also feminine. Their hair is long – no need for the 
severe bob cut.  There is a return to pretty dresses. It’s a defiance against 
having to dress like men in order to be taken seriously. The modern interpre-
tation of the flapper movement consists of the same Art Deco dress patterns 
for women, but the bob hair has been replaced by high ponytails, too keep in 
modern. Men are also included in this revival. Their outfits feature the white-
linned lapels that boater boys were famous for in the 1920s. However, the 
bow tie and boater hat have gone, in favor of a more relaxed look. 

Influences:



Miami ChicMiami Chic



The Miami Chic subculture is highly influenced by the styles of Cuban im-
migrants to Miami. This subculture is largley based in places in the middle 
of nowhere, and adopted by youths who have probably not ever actually 
seen the beach. These youths are tired of the complacency and dullness of 
the middle of nowehre. Miami symbolizes freedom and life to this move-
ment. Their clothing is based on popular culture’s depiction of Cuban Miami. 
For the men, well tailored suit trousers are key, paired with floral Hawai-
ian shirts or patterned Cuban shirts. Cuban heels are a must, often with 
steel heels, a-la Mercutio from Baz Luhrmann’s Romeo and Juliet. This 
group wears their hair slicked back, and large golden Cuban chains around 
their necks. The women wear mostly summery sun dresses, adorned with 
Hibiscus flowers, a nod to authentic Cuban culture. Red strappy heels are 
very popular, but not so high as to not be able to dance in. The women 
of this subcuture tend to wear their hair up in the beehive style that was 
popular during the 1960’s. 

Influences:



Spacegirl



The Spacegirl movement is primarily a movement against gender stereo-
types.  Based on similar sentiments expressed by the Gay Skinhead move-
ment, the Spacegirl movements aims to defy societal expectations. Men 
in this group wear items that to mainstream culture are deemed feminine. 
Croptops are very popular amongst men in this group, as are tight jeans. 
Oftentimes the garments worn by the men in this group are actually mar-
keted or tailored for women. Lots of their outfits are inspired by Ewan 
McGregor’s portrayal of Mark Renton in the film Trainspotting. Steroe-
typically feminine colors are also heavily used, and clothing that would 
be sterotyped as “gay” are ideal. For the females in this group, they are 
fighting back against sexual oppression. Women for decades have been 
told what to wear and had their sexuality oppressed. The modern age has 
freed women in many places to take sexual agency, but that is not the 
case everywhere. The women of this group wear short and tight clothing, 
to declare their own sexual independence. Pink and silver colors are ste-
reotypical, as to match and show solidarity for their male counterparts. 

Influences:



HiPPY Punk 



Hippies and Punks are instantly the first two counter-cultures that come to 
mind when the term is mentioned. They are arguably the biggest and most 
successful counter cultures of all time. And yet, they have always been at 
odds with each other. Punks have always had a disdain for Hippies, and 
Hippies have always veiwed Punks as crass. And yet, they both stand for 
the same thing. They are two sides to the same coin. They both aim to 
disrupt the status-quo, and both have origins in a time when capitalism 
reigned supreme. They both oppose the greed and corruption of the upper 
class, and have similar fashion in that they were both deemed extreme 
at the time of inception. Both movements have also been condemned by 
mainstream media as hedonistic. So in the Hippy-Punk movement, two 
movements formerly at odds come together. They combine the stereotyp-
ical fashions of both groups. Flair jeans are combined with leather biker 
vests and Doc Marten’s. Psychadelic maxi dresses are spraypainted on and 
safety pinned. Peace signs are matched with lethal looking spikes, and hair 
is dyed extreme colors, yet left long and tangled. 

Influences:



Cowboy Chic



Cowboy Chic
Cowboys have always been cool. Mainstream cowboy-themed success 
has only been going up in the past few years. Videogames like the Red 
Dead Redemption has brought cowboy culture back into the mainstream, 
with help from artists like Youth Thug, whose album BEAUTIFUL THUGGER 
GIRLS is an omage to cowboys and country music in his own unique way. 
Spaghetti Westerns are a long dead medium, but their spirit lives on in this 
group. Enticed by the freedom of the plains and deserts, and the Spirit of 
the West, these city-dwelling teens have decided to go all out Western but 
with their own twist. This group has adopted cowboy boots as their main 
footwear. Western styled shirts are a staple of this group, as are blue 
Wrangler jeans. Big belt buckles adorned with gold and silver trappings 
are commonplace. But the city has its own influence on this group, reflect-
ed in the extremely colored died hair. This is to identify those in this group 
as not just cowboys, but city cowboys. 

Influences:



Glam Trap



Trap music has always been incredibly masculine. From the get-go, it is a 
genre that glorifies selling drugs and violence, a lifestyle that has always 
been seen as a male thing. Any man expressing traditionally female in-
terests has until recently been condemned and called homophobic slurs by 
their peirs. However, in recent years, successful rappers have been dress-
ing more and more androgynously, with Young Thug famously wearing a 
dress on his album cover, and saying “swag has no gender”. This senti-
ment echoes that of the Glam Rock movement, with artists like Twisted 
Sister and David Bowie dressing androgynously and still being rockstars. 
They didn’t care what people said about them, and they were still cool. 
This sentiment is already seeping into the Trap movement. With Lil Uzi 
Vert appearing on stage in latex bondage gear, the Glam Trap movement 
is already under way. However, women in rap have always been looked 
down upon. Often called inferior rappers, the likes of Cardi B and Nicki Mi-
naj, to name a few, have been critiqued for using their bodies and sexual-
ity as their only marketing point. The females of the Glam Trap movement 
are pushing back against this. They are taking a note out of the women 
of Punk’s notebook, and dressing as undeniable badasses, like rapper 
Princess Nokia. Rocking ripped up clothing, spikes, and gold chains, these 
women are not letting their clothing, or lack of it, speak for them. They 
are letting the music do the work.

Influences:



Cosplay Extremists



Cosplay Extremists
Cosplay has been around since the 1950s. However, it has only taken 
off in the last two decades or so as a real sub-culture. Cosplay revolves 
around the act of dressing up as a character, most notably characters from 
popular anime television shows, manga comics, or western superhero com-
ics. Cosplayers participate in meetups across the world, dressing in their 
intricate costumes and acting as the characters they are portraying. Cos-
play also has conventions, such as Comic-Con. However, this group of co-
splayers has taken it to the next level. Due to recent advances in technol-
ogy and cosmetic surgery, body modification has reached new extremes. 
These cosplayers have gone to expensive and dangerous lengths to become 
the characters they cosplay as, permanantly. They have opted for cosmetic 
surgery to make themselves look like comicbook and anime characters full-
time, and as such have adopted clothing to fit the part. The characters por-
trayed here are wearing traditional Japanese school uniforms, had surgery 
to expands their eyes, and permentantly died their hair unique colors. 

Influences:



Cowboy Punk



Cowboy Punk
If Cowboy Chic was the Good, then Cowboy Punk is both the Bad and the 
Ugly. Born out of the same sentiments as Cowboy Chic, this group has 
gone down a grittier and angrier route. Whilst Cowboy Chic admires the 
Wild West and all that is good about it, this subculture glorifies Outlaw 
Culture. This group is disenfranchised with the Cowboy Chic’s represen-
tation of cowboy culture, and has decided to do it their own way.  Incor-
perating Punk themes into a traditional Western outfit, Cowboy Punk has 
lots of metal spikes and skulls. Trading in biker jackets for denim vests and 
long duster coats, these youths have taken Outlaw Culture, the cowboy 
bad guys, and given them an urban setting. Bold prints and mesh tank tops 
have been combined with cowboy boots and patched up Wrangler denim, 
pushing the meaning of what it means to be Punk and Western further 
than ever before. 

Influences:




